
BFS Souveraen Packerhead Machine

HawkeyePedershaab PipePlus Machine

Afinitas Prima Wetcast Automation SystemHawkeyePedershaab Multicast Machine

HawkeyePedershaab ePak Packerhead Machine

HawkeyePedershaab Mastermatic XT Machine

Select Afinitas Concrete Pipe Machines

Afinitas and mbk have been partnering since 1990, and Afinitas is the exclusive North American distributor of mbk
equipment. Together we bring producers world-class solutions for pipe production machinery and leading-edge
reinforcement cage equipment.

Electronic direct-drive packerhead machine for mass production
of concrete pipes with or without bell sockets.

Automated production using VIHY rising core technology for
reinforced and non-reinforced pipe production.

One of our most versatile machines for manufacturing all types
of precast concrete products.
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Fully automatic packerhead machine with four layers of rollers for
optimum compaction.

Three-station turntable that delivers versatility and high output.
Its robust capabilities make it perfect for all producers.

Automation that brings assembly-line efficiency to wetcast production.



mbk ISM Cage Handling Machine
For the production of reinforcement cages for the manhole
and concrete pipe industry.

mbk Mesh Welding Machine
Highly precise with a broad range.

mbk BSM Cage Welding Machine
High output, automated solution for the production of
reinforcement cages.

mbk ESM Cage Welding Machine
Cost-effective solution for increased production of
reinforcement cages.

Select mbk Cage Welding Machines

mbk Mesh Welding Machines

Afinitas and mbk have been partnering since 1990, and Afinitas is the exclusive North American distributor of mbk
equipment. Together we bring producers world-class solutions for pipe production machinery and leading-edge
reinforcement cage equipment.
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Contact your local
Afinitas Sales Rep or visit

mbk-kisslegg.de
to learn more.

Solutions to Meet Your Project Needs:
MSM-L - Ladder

MSM/S - Small format and strip meshes

MSM-B - Reinforcement meshes, flat elements,
frame profiles and boxes

MSM-M - Fully automated production of CAD-
based reinforcement meshes

MSM-Automation - Automation solutions for
mesh welding machines


